06-Links (15 pts)

BOOK 6: So far you have built two pages for this class (index.html and about.html). In this lesson you will learn to use four kinds of links and control where the links open.

**Links to Your Site**
Create a horizontal menu at the top of each page (between the site name and the page name) that connects both pages together. Separate each menu item with a pipe(shift\). Add anchor tags so both pages are connected.
- Menu item for index.html and about.html
- Pipes separating the links

**Links to a Document Fragment**
Please include at least two "within page" links. A "back to top" link would be an example.
- Name the destination on the page using an id=
- Provide a link to that destination using #

**Links to Other Sites**
Create two links from your index.html page to a related site. For example: if you are designing a site about food, then link to a site that sells cooking stuff.
- Link to another site
- Link to another site

**Targeting a Link**
You can also easily control the destination of a link by setting its target.
Please set the target of both external links to open in a new tab or page.
- Set the target of the external site link to open a new page.

**Mail Links**
You can create a link that opens the users default mail program and puts an email address in the send-to area.
- Include a mailto link

**Awfulnicity Deduction**
If you complete the assignment and it is technically accurate but looks ugly, you will be the proud owner of an awfulness deduction. You should treat each assignment as an opportunity to show your best work.

**Valid XHTML 1.0 Transitional Code**
Please check your code prior to sending it to see if you missed anything. You should use the xhtml code validator located at http://validator.w3.org
- Code checked at http://validator.w3.org
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